Storm Drain Inlet Protection

NOTES:

1. For use in areas where grading has been completed and final soil stabilization and seeding are pending.
2. Not applicable in paved areas.
3. Not applicable with concentrated flows.
Storm Drain Inlet Protection

Section A-A

Plan

Notes
1. For use in cleared and grubbed and in graded areas.
2. Shape basin so that longest inflow area faces longest length of trap.
3. For concentrated flows, shape basin in 2:1 ratio with length oriented towards direction of flow.
6. Protection can be effective even if it is not immediately adjacent to the inlet provided that the inlet is protected from potential sources of pollution.

NOTES:
1. Intended for short-term use.
2. Use to inhibit non-storm water flow.
3. Allow for proper maintenance and cleanup.
4. Bags must be removed after adjacent operation is completed.
5. Not applicable in areas with high silts and clays without filter fabric.
6. Protection can be effective even if it is not immediately adjacent to the inlet provided that the inlet is protected from potential sources of pollution.
Storm Drain Inlet Protection SE-10

Concrete block laid lengthwise on sides @ perimeter of opening

Hardware cloth or wire mesh

Runoff with sediment

Filtered water

Sediment

Hardware cloth or wire mesh

Curb inlet

Inlet to have filter fabric or basket
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